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University of Georgia Press, United States, 2014. Hardback. Condition: New. New. Language:
English . Brand New Book. The urban origins of American Judaism began with daily experiences of
Jews, their responses to opportunities for social and physical mobility as well as constraints of
discrimination and prejudice. Deborah Dash Moore explores Jewish participation in American cities
and considers the implications of urban living for American Jews across three centuries. Looking at
synagogues, streets, and snapshots, she contends that key features of American Judaism can be
understood as an imaginative product grounded in urban potentials.Jews signalled their collective
urban presence through synagogue construction, which represented Judaism on the civic stage.
Synagogues housed Judaism in action, its rituals, liturgies, and community, while simultaneously
demonstrating how Jews Judaized other aspects of their collective life, including study, education,
recreation, sociability, and politics. Synagogues expressed aesthetic aspirations and translated
Jewish spiritual desires into brick and mortar. Their changing architecture reflects shifting values
among American Jews.Concentrations of Jews in cities also allowed for development of public
religious practices that ranged from weekly shopping for the Sabbath to exuberant dancing in the
streets with Torah scrolls on the holiday of Simhat Torah. Jewish engagement with city streets
also...
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A new electronic book with a new perspective. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your life period will be change the instant
you comprehensive looking at this pdf.
-- Dr. Constantin Marks II-- Dr. Constantin Marks II

I just began looking at this pdf. We have read through and that i am confident that i will gonna study once more once more down the road. Your lifestyle
span will likely be change the instant you complete looking at this ebook.
-- Eli Rau-- Eli Rau
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